
Colorado Wall Tent Set Up Instructions 

Step 2:   Remove Couplers, set aside 2 3-way couplers with hole 

 drilled in top. 

Step 3:   Layout out the roof couplers and rails.  

 -Ends are 3 –way couplers, middle 4-way couplers 

 

MAKE SURE THE 3-WAY COUPLERS WITH HOLE ARE IN  

MIDDLE ON FRONT AND REAR 

4-way couplers 

3-Way Coupler 

with Hole 

3-Way Couplers 

Hole 

Step 1: Make Sure you have all that you need. 

-Tent Bag 

-Couplers Bag 

-Ropes and Stakes Bag 

-Red, Blue and Yellow Rails    

-Hammer, scissors and work gloves 



Step 4:   Start to construct the roof with the yellow rails  

 **Yellow are the eaves, Blue are the rafters ** 

Step 5:   Finish constructing the roof with the blue rails  

 **Yellow are the eaves, Blue are the rafters ** 



Step 7:   Tip bag and remove canvas tent and then roll out 

 along side of tent. 

Step 8:   Position Tent along sided of frame top and pull over 

 top of frame 



Step 8:   Open Ridge Pole zipper and insert eyebolts through 

 tent grommet at each end peak. 

Step 8:   Find your red rails and start to raise the roof.  Place 

 red rails into couplers, this will make the walls.  

 Start with outsides and move inward 



Step 9:   Continue on other side 

Step 10:  Pull Canvas over corner 

**only a few inches down** 

Step 10:  Pull Canvas down leg 6” at a time. Each corner down 

 6”, then each down another 6” and so on. 

**our tents are custom fit to each frame so they are tight** 

  







Step 11:  Stake all of your grommets 

 along the bottom and all your 

 eaves grommets (at the top of 

 your wall) with the ropes and 

 stakes provided. Make sure 

 you have all the guy lines 

 attached for your safety and 

 security. 

For additional information: 

See our video on Denvertent.com un-

der About-Video Gallery. 


